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Science Lesson #17 
We are Carbon-Based Life Forms 

(Photosynthesis) 
www.bickart.org 

 

 
Introduction to Fables and Science 
 
Today’s Lesson 
 
Carbon-Based Life Forms 
 
Many sci-fi stories consider other forms of living things, such as 
silicon-based life forms made of sand or metallic-based life forms 
made of metal and rock. But in our normal biochemistry, we 
consider living things to be carbon-based. Let’s learn some 
biochemistry today, in particular, Photosynthesis - complete with 
chemical symbols. You will only have to learn three: C for 
carbon, H for hydrogen and O for oxygen.  
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Facts about Carbon 
 
Carbon is the main component of sugars, proteins, fats, DNA, 
muscle tissue, pretty much everything in your body.  
 
When you say something is organic, it basically means that it is 
composed of four elements: C, H, N, O … carbon, hydrogen, 
nitrogen, and oxygen. Note that N (nitrogen) is essential to life 
and it is the most abundant element in the air. Watch for one of 
the next lessons to deal with nitrogen. 
 
Callout #1 Carbohydrate

 
Since carbon burns and turns black (like wood, which is about 
50% carbon and 50% water), we’re going to test for carbon by 
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burning stuff. If it turns black, that most likely means it has 
carbon in it. 
 
Callout #2 The Carbon Cycle

 
Carbon ‘burns’, joining with oxygen slowly, and goes to a gas - 
carbon dioxide. 
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Callout #3 The Tree 

 
Carbon dioxide from air joins with water to make all plants. 
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Callout #4 Photosynthesis Process

 
Through photosynthesis plants take in air and water, then using 
sunlight, produce carbohydrates and give off oxygen. 
 
A tree (or most any plant) grows by drinking the carbon dioxide, 
and then drinking water, and putting them together. The carbon 
gets hydrated (there’s the drink), thus CARBO…HYDRATE! the 
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solidity of the plant leaves and wood comes from that air (they 
could not have made wood and leaves and glucose without the 
carbon from breath). Those carbohydrates are fruits and 
vegetables and nuts and grains of all kinds - all with that carbon, 
hydrogen, and oxygen! 
 
Callout #5a&b Growing Me

 
Any animal (including ME) that eats the carbohydrates from the 
plants and trees, then breathes in oxygen from the air, puts these 
together, then produces and exhales carbon dioxide and water.  
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Callout #6 The Tree & Me

 
As you can see, the equation of photosynthesis goes two ways. 
What the trees and plants do is the exact opposite of what the 
animals and people do. 
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Callout #7 This is Symbiosis

 
The photosynthesis equation, then shows not only that the trees 
and animals are doing opposite things; it also shows that the trees 
are doing GREAT things for animals and the animals are doing 
GREAT things for the trees. Symbiosis is occurring with benefits 
in both ways. 
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Now, let’s burn things to do the carbon test … 
• steak, fruit, vegetable, nuts, bread 
• glass rod in candle // burn off with propane 
• cardboard in fireplace 
• log from Lesson #8 // glass tube in candle flame 

 
[Play video here to see live demonstration.] 
 
*********** 

Here’s a provocative thought… 
 
Both plants and animals help each other. They are two different 
organisms that have a relationship that is usually good for each 
other - this is called SYMBIOSIS. Carbon comes into human and 
animal bodies as glucose and combines with oxygen. Warm 
blooded mammals use the act of digesting food to make a fire to 
heat them. In a symbiotic way, carbon dioxide grows plants and 
also makes a greenhouse effect that keeps the earth warm. Thus, 
we are connected in helping each other. The fact that the 
photosynthesis equation operates both forwards and backwards 
shows the interrelationship between plants and animals. Perhaps 
this suggests that the humans could cherish this interconnection 
and use it with respect. 
 
Here are some fables that deal with this whole idea: [Fable #13] 
[Fable #14] [Fable #27] [Fable #145] [Fable #150] (Bickart, 
2020a, Volume 1; 2020b, Volume 2; 2020c, Volume 3).  
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#150 Better 
 

 
One day humankind awoke as a mortal and started to move 

about as if in a dream. The second day, mortal awoke to thinking 
on one’s own. One of the things that was thought was that mortal 
did not need anyone. As the third day drew near, a realization of 

the need to create community dawned. 
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Better 
 

I dreamt of a time that was better. 
Each person was engaged. 

Prisoners were not enemies. 
Nature was not enraged. 

 
Minorities were not separate. 

Individuals all took part. 
The millions of limited people, 

together were very smart. 
 

The human race had finally 
progressed beyond the start. 

 
AWAKE TO A NEW DAWN 
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Better 
 

Why Use Fables to Teach Science? 
 
Conversation Starters 
 

• When you wake up do you start thinking clearly or move about 
as if you are dreaming? 
 

• Do you change your mood during the day? 
 

• Are you aware of ever feeling that you do not need help to do 
something? 
 

• Have you ever been on a team for sports or for some project? 
 

• What do you think the author means by “humankind awoke as a 
mortal”? 
 

• Do you ever dream that a problem got solved? 
 

• What do you think the poem means by saying, “The human race 
had finally progressed beyond the start”? 
 
********* 
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